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Strange News from Another Star Jun 23 2019 "The war is nobody's fault.
It occurs by itself, like thunder and lightning. All of us who must fight wars
are not the perpetrators. We are only their victims." "Strange News from
Another Star" is a short fairy tale written by Hermann Hesse in April 1915,
one year after the start of the 1st World War. In the fairy tale, two stars are
juxtaposed. On one star, life is valued, beauty is appreciated, reason is
respected, humane traditions are cultivated, love and happiness are
experienced and peace prevails. On the other star, jealousy, hatred and
despair are cultivated, wars are waged incessantly, battlefield murder is
officially condoned, the countryside is left strewn with unattended cadavers
and fear prevails. The latter is clearly our world as Hesse saw it, rendered
mythical, and the former is an idealized world that ours could be. Unlike his
earlier works, the story does not lend itself to rational interpretation. It is
essentially a fairy tale dealing with the subconscious, magic and the dream
world. The fairy tale represents an intermediate stage between Hesse's
initial ambiguous stance to the war, as an internationalist who tolerated war
and a pacifist who looked forward to a German victory, and his later active
anti-war campaign. The story, which was titled "Merkwürdige Nachricht von
einem anderen Stern" in German, was one of several that brought Hesse
into conflict with supporters of the war, his country and its government. This

print edition contains new translations of Strange News from Another Star,
Faldum, Iris, Fine Dream Sequence, A Difficult Path, The Poet and
Augustus
K: A Novel Sep 18 2021 Professor Francis Kauffman has unwittingly
landed himself in prison where he's faced with an insurmountable task:
execute a fellow inmate. Charged with igniting a political insurrection
amongst his students at a university in Beijing, Kauffman is sent to the
notorious Kun Chong Prison, where his existence grows stranger by the
hour as he struggles with the weight of his imprisonment and his incurable
need to write about it in a place where art is forbidden, and the inmates
must act as executioners. As cultures clash in his filthy, crowded cell, it
soon becomes clear that he's destined for a labor camp…or worse. In this
surreal and brutally honest literary thriller, Kauffman reflects on the
turbulent family history that brought him to China, where he leads a solitary,
expat life of soulless insurance jobs and all-night writing binges, only to
wind up fighting a battle for his life inside the walls of Kun Chong.
The Ticking Heart Jun 27 2022 “Expansive and imaginative.” —Kirkus
Reviews “Irreverent and bursting prose... Fans of Mark Leyner will enjoy
Kaufman’s messy string of outrageous scenarios.” —Publishers Weekly
Part modern fable, part detective novel, a journey through grief in the
imaginary world of Metaphoria. One cold winter night, Charlie shares a cab
with a stranger in a purple hat. As they talk, a cloud of purple smoke
overwhelms him and he wakes up to find himself behind the only desk in
the Epiphany Detective Agency. Charlie, as it turns out, is trapped in
Metaphoria, an otherworldly place that reality has forgotten, a place where
everything means something else. His first client is Shirley Miller, who
insists on hiring Charlie to find her husband's missing heart. In fact, she's
so insistent that she replaces Charlie's heart with a bomb. He has twentyfour hours to find Twiggy Miller's heart - and its meaning - or his own will
explode. Tender and brutal, optimistic and despairing, this modern fable by
the author of the cult hit All My Friends Are Superheroes takes a fresh look
at what it means to fall into, and out of, love.
The Rector and the Rogue Mar 01 2020 It began quietly enough one
morning in February 1880, with a mutton-chopped Acme Safe Company
salesman knocking on the door of Reverend Morgan Dix, the starchiest
clergyman in Manhattan's most respectable church. The salesman was
surely misdirected, Reverend Dix explained--he had no need for a safe,
and he had not made an appointment. But soon after, used clothes dealers
arrived, followed by heavy machinery salesmen, and soon the street filled
riotously with wave after wave of solicitor-tormentors--hundreds of funeral

directors, horse traders, wigmakers, fellow clergymen, doctors--all insisting
they'd been summoned by the bewildered Reverend Dix. And for weeks, it
continued in this manner. Reporters from every newspaper in New York
camped out to watch the fun, and as the story gained national attention,
police and postal officers raced to capture the gleeful prankster-cumperformance artist who was making a mockery of the esteemed Trinity
Church. A fascinating tale of detection and revenge, The Rector and the
Rogue uncovers for the first time the trail of celebrated Victorian trickster
"Gentleman Joe"--the mysterious con-man whose innumerable identities,
wild fabrications, baffling motives, and international trail of chaos would
lead to one of the most bizarre criminal cases of the 19th century.
The Fandom Aug 25 2019 Violet's in her element - cosplay at the ready,
she can't wait to feel part of her favourite fandom: 'The Gallows Dance', a
mega book and movie franchise. But when a freak accident transports her
into the story for real, can Violet play out the plot the way it was written?
Of Things Gone Astray Mar 25 2022 Mrs Featherby had been having
pleasant dreams until she woke to discover the front of her house had
vanished overnight ...
The Secret of Our Success Oct 08 2020 How our collective intelligence has
helped us to evolve and prosper Humans are a puzzling species. On the
one hand, we struggle to survive on our own in the wild, often failing to
overcome even basic challenges, like obtaining food, building shelters, or
avoiding predators. On the other hand, human groups have produced
ingenious technologies, sophisticated languages, and complex institutions
that have permitted us to successfully expand into a vast range of diverse
environments. What has enabled us to dominate the globe, more than any
other species, while remaining virtually helpless as lone individuals? This
book shows that the secret of our success lies not in our innate intelligence,
but in our collective brains—on the ability of human groups to socially
interconnect and learn from one another over generations. Drawing insights
from lost European explorers, clever chimpanzees, mobile huntergatherers, neuroscientific findings, ancient bones, and the human genome,
Joseph Henrich demonstrates how our collective brains have propelled our
species' genetic evolution and shaped our biology. Our early capacities for
learning from others produced many cultural innovations, such as fire,
cooking, water containers, plant knowledge, and projectile weapons, which
in turn drove the expansion of our brains and altered our physiology,
anatomy, and psychology in crucial ways. Later on, some collective brains
generated and recombined powerful concepts, such as the lever, wheel,
screw, and writing, while also creating the institutions that continue to alter

our motivations and perceptions. Henrich shows how our genetics and
biology are inextricably interwoven with cultural evolution, and how culturegene interactions launched our species on an extraordinary evolutionary
trajectory. Tracking clues from our ancient past to the present, The Secret
of Our Success explores how the evolution of both our cultural and social
natures produce a collective intelligence that explains both our species'
immense success and the origins of human uniqueness.
Wasteland Blues Nov 08 2020 In the post-apocalyptic United States,
Derek, Teddy, John and Leggy cross the country in the hope of finding a
rumored haven.
Alice & Oliver Aug 18 2021 The award-winning and New York Times
bestselling author of Beautiful Children has created an unflinching yet
deeply humane portrait of a young family’s journey through a medical crisis,
laying bare a couple’s love and fears as they fight for everything that’s
important to them. New York, 1993. Alice Culvert is a caring wife, a doting
new mother, a loyal friend, and a soulful artist—a fashion designer who
wears a baby carrier and haute couture with equal aplomb. In their loft in
Manhattan’s gritty Meatpacking District, Alice and her husband, Oliver, are
raising their infant daughter, Doe, delighting in the wonders of early
parenthood. Their life together feels so vital and full of promise, which
makes Alice’s sudden cancer diagnosis especially staggering. In the span
of a single day, the couple’s focus narrows to the basic question of her
survival. Though they do their best to remain brave, each faces enormous
pressure: Oliver tries to navigate a labyrinthine healthcare system and
handle their mounting medical bills; Alice tries to be hopeful as her body
turns against her. Bracing themselves for the unthinkable, they must
confront the new realities of their marriage, their strengths as partners and
flaws as people, how to nourish love against all odds, and what it means to
truly care for another person. Inspired by the author’s life, Alice & Oliver is a
deeply affecting novel written with stunning reserves of compassion,
humor, and wisdom. Alice Culvert is an extraordinary character—a woman
of incredible heart and spirit—who will remain in memory long after the final
page. Praise for Alice & Oliver “This hauntingly powerful novel follows a
family’s fight for survival in the face of illness. A stirring elegy to a
marriage.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “A rewarding reading experience . . .
a testament to the resilience of humans and our willingness to
forgive.”—San Francisco Chronicle “The novel’s power is in its two
characters’ messy negotiation of their fears, errors and shifting affections. .
. . Bock offers a forceful reminder that there are plenty of roiling emotions
underneath that till-death-do-us-part.”—Los Angeles Times “[A] heart-

wrenching story of a young couple whose lives change when Alice gets
diagnosed with cancer . . . a refreshingly unsentimental look at the vicious
disease.”—Entertainment Weekly “Alice & Oliver [has a] tough-minded
commitment to truth-telling.”—The Washington Post “Even more than the
meticulous details of drugs, treatments and side effects, Bock’s tender
portrayal of [his characters] in all their desolation gives [Alice & Oliver] its
ring of truth. . . . I loved this novel.”—Marion Winik, Newsday “Alice & Oliver
shows that, even in a situation that’s about as terrible as it can be, there
can still exist happiness, surprise, and life, that strange strong spirit that’s
with us until the end.”—The Boston Globe “The most honest,
unsentimentally powerful novel about cancer that I’ve ever read.”—Michael
Christie, The Globe & Mail “Wrenchingly powerful . . . Bock chronicles the
daily struggles of a young wife and mother facing her own imminent
mortality. This is a soul portrait of a family in crisis, written with a fearless
clarity and a deep understanding of the bonds that can hold two people
together even in the darkest hour.”—Richard Price
The Gritterman May 03 2020 'Sometimes it feels like I might be the only
person awake in the whole country. People might find that a lonely thought.
Not me...' As the rest of the world sleeps, the Gritterman goes out to work.
Through the wind and the snow and the freezing cold, in the blue-black
hours when time slips away, he grits the paths and the pavements and the
roads. For him, there is romance in the winter and comfort in his purpose.
But what would a life without gritting mean? A song for the unsung hero,
this is a bittersweet story about stoicism, dignity and a man leaving behind
the work that he loves. It is accompanied by the author's own illustrations.
The Gambler Wife Jun 15 2021 FINALIST FOR THE PEN JACQUELINE
BOGRAD WELD AWARD FOR BIOGRAPHY “Feminism, history, literature,
politics—this tale has all of that, and a heroine worthy of her own turn in the
spotlight.” —Therese Anne Fowler, bestselling author of Z: A Novel of
Zelda Fitzgerald A revelatory new portrait of the courageous woman who
saved Dostoyevsky’s life—and became a pioneer in Russian literary history
In the fall of 1866, a twenty-year-old stenographer named Anna Snitkina
applied for a position with a writer she idolized: Fyodor Dostoyevsky. A selfdescribed “girl of the sixties,” Snitkina had come of age during Russia’s first
feminist movement, and Dostoyevsky—a notorious radical turned
acclaimed novelist—had impressed the young woman with his enlightened
and visionary fiction. Yet in person she found the writer “terribly unhappy,
broken, tormented,” weakened by epilepsy, and yoked to a ruinous
gambling addiction. Alarmed by his condition, Anna became his trusted first
reader and confidante, then his wife, and finally his business

manager—launching one of literature’s most turbulent and fascinating
marriages. The Gambler Wife offers a fresh and captivating portrait of Anna
Dostoyevskaya, who reversed the novelist’s freefall and cleared the way for
two of the most notable careers in Russian letters—her husband’s and her
own. Drawing on diaries, letters, and other little-known archival sources,
Andrew Kaufman reveals how Anna protected her family from creditors,
demanding in-laws, and her greatest romantic rival, through years of
penury and exile. We watch as she navigates the writer’s self-destructive
binges in the casinos of Europe—even hazarding an audacious turn at
roulette herself—until his addiction is conquered. And, finally, we watch as
Anna frees her husband from predatory contracts by founding her own
publishing house, making Anna the first solo female publisher in Russian
history. The result is a story that challenges ideas of empowerment,
sacrifice, and female agency in nineteenth-century Russia—and a welcome
new appraisal of an indomitable woman whose legacy has been nearly lost
to literary history.
Circus Jul 25 2019 A dazzling collection of award-winning stories with the
emotional punch, sharp wit, and disarming charm of Rebecca Lee, Karen
Russell, Neil Smith, and Jessica Grant. Ladies and gentlemen! Boys and
girls! Step right up and prepare to be dazzled by this delightful debut from
Claire Battershill, winner of the CBC Literary Award, co-winner of the
Canadian Authors Association’s Emerging Writer Award, and finalist for the
inaugural PEN International/New Voices Award. As they transport us from a
crowded airport departure lounge to the stillness of the British Museum,
and from the spectacle of the Winter Olympics to the modesty of a local
Miniatureland, these radiant stories explore the often surprising things
we’re willing to do for love and human connection. Fed up with his long
history of failed blind dates, a shy English bureaucrat gives himself thirtyone days to find love on the Internet. A father buys his daughter a blue
plastic tent to ready her for outdoor adventure, but neither is prepared when
the tent becomes a neighbourhood sensation. The world of competitive
sports provides the backdrop for a young man’s coming of age in “Two-Man
Luge: A Love Story.” And in the award-winning title story, the
granddaughter of a former circus performer (who played the role of a manwrestling bear) finds herself grappling with the capriciousness of life and
love. At once witty, tender-hearted, and profound, these stories are filled
with a memorable and all-too-human cast of characters on the cusp of
enormous change – whether they’re ready or not. Written in spare yet
startling language, Circus is a beautiful reminder that sometimes everyday
life can be the greatest show on Earth.

Surfing Uncertainty Apr 01 2020 This title brings together work on
embodiment, action, and the predictive mind. At the core is the vision of
human minds as prediction machines - devices that constantly try to stay
one step ahead of the breaking waves of sensory stimulation, by actively
predicting the incoming flow. In every situation we encounter, that complex
prediction machinery is already buzzing, proactively trying to anticipate the
sensory barrage. The book shows in detail how this strange but potent
strategy of self-anticipation ushers perception, understanding, and
imagination simultaneously onto the cognitive stage.
Watering Heaven Dec 10 2020 "What would you do if you found out your
girlfriend laid an egg every time she had sex? Who would you be if you
were invited to a party in Beijing but had to make up a brand-new identity
for six weeks? Peter Tieryas Liu's Watering Heaven is a travelogue of and
requiem for the American dream in all its bizarre manifestations and a
surreal, fantastic journey through the streets, alleys, and airports of China.
Whether it's a monk who uses acupuncture needles to help him fly or a city
filled with rats about to be exterminated so that the mayor can win his
reelection bid, be prepared to laugh, swoon, and shudder at the answers
Liu offers in this provocative debut collection."--Page 4 of cover.
Antkind Apr 25 2022 The bold and boundlessly original debut novel from
the Oscar®-winning screenwriter of Being John Malkovich, Adaptation,
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, and Synecdoche, New York.
LONGLISTED FOR THE CENTER FOR FICTION FIRST NOVEL PRIZE •
“A dyspeptic satire that owes much to Kurt Vonnegut and Thomas Pynchon
. . . propelled by Kaufman’s deep imagination, considerable writing ability
and bull’s-eye wit."—The Washington Post “An astonishing creation . . .
riotously funny . . . an exceptionally good [book].”—The New York Times
Book Review • “Kaufman is a master of language . . . a sight to
behold.”—NPR NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
NPR AND MEN’S HEALTH B. Rosenberger Rosenberg, neurotic and
underappreciated film critic (failed academic, filmmaker, paramour, shoe
salesman who sleeps in a sock drawer), stumbles upon a hitherto unseen
film made by an enigmatic outsider—a film he’s convinced will change his
career trajectory and rock the world of cinema to its core. His hands on
what is possibly the greatest movie ever made—a three-month-long stopmotion masterpiece that took its reclusive auteur ninety years to
complete—B. knows that it is his mission to show it to the rest of humanity.
The only problem: The film is destroyed, leaving him the sole witness to its
inadvertently ephemeral genius. All that’s left of this work of art is a single
frame from which B. must somehow attempt to recall the film that just might

be the last great hope of civilization. Thus begins a mind-boggling journey
through the hilarious nightmarescape of a psyche as lushly Kafkaesque as
it is atrophied by the relentless spew of Twitter. Desperate to impose order
on an increasingly nonsensical existence, trapped in a self-imposed prison
of aspirational victimhood and degeneratively inclusive language, B.
scrambles to re-create the lost masterwork while attempting to keep pace
with an ever-fracturing culture of “likes” and arbitrary denunciations that are
simultaneously his bête noire and his raison d’être. A searing indictment of
the modern world, Antkind is a richly layered meditation on art, time,
memory, identity, comedy, and the very nature of existence itself—the grain
of truth at the heart of every joke.
Albion's Seed Jul 05 2020 This fascinating book is the first volume in a
projected cultural history of the United States, from the earliest English
settlements to our own time. It is a history of American folkways as they
have changed through time, and it argues a thesis about the importance for
the United States of having been British in its cultural origins. While most
people in the United States today have no British ancestors, they have
assimilated regional cultures which were created by British colonists, even
while preserving ethnic identities at the same time. In this sense, nearly all
Americans are "Albion's Seed," no matter what their ethnicity may be. The
concluding section of this remarkable book explores the ways that regional
cultures have continued to dominate national politics from 1789 to 1988,
and still help to shape attitudes toward education, government, gender, and
violence, on which differences between American regions are greater than
between European nations.
Bone and Bread (Large Print 16pt) Jan 11 2021 Beena and Sadhana are
sisters who share a bond that could only have been shaped by the most
unusual of childhoods - and by shared tragedy. Orphaned as teenagers,
they have grown up under the exasperated watch of their Sikh uncle, who
runs a bagel shop in Montreal's Hasidic community of Mile End. Together,
they try to make sense of the rich, confusing brew of values, rituals, and
beliefs that form their inheritance. Yet as they grow towards adulthood, their
paths begin to diverge. Beena catches the attention of one of the ''bagel
boys'' and finds herself pregnant at sixteen, while Sadhana drives herself to
perfectionism and anorexia. When we first meet the adult Beena, she is
grappling with a fresh grief: Sadhana has died suddenly and strangely, her
body lying undiscovered for a week before anyone realizes what has
happened. Beena is left with a burden of guilt and an unsettled feeling
about the circumstances of her sister's death, which she sets about to
uncover. Her search stirs memories and opens wounds, threatening to

undo the safe, orderly existence she has painstakingly created for herself
and her son. Heralded across Canada for the power and promise of her
debut collection, Mother Superior, Nawaz proves with Bone and Bread that
she is one of our most talented and unique storytellers.
The Coma May 15 2021 When Carl awakens from a coma after being
attacked on a subway train, life around him feels unfamiliar, even strange.
He arrives at his best friend's house without remembering how he got
there; he seems to be having an affair with his secretary, which is pleasant
but surprising. He starts to notice distortions in his experience, strange
leaps in his perception of time. Is he truly reacting with the outside world,
he wonders, or might he be terribly mistaken? So begins a dark
psychological drama that raises questions about the the human psyche,
dream versus reality, and the boundaries of consciousness. As Carl
grapples with his predicament, Alex Garland - author of The Beach and the
screenplay for 28 Days Later, plays with conventions and questions our
assumptions about the way we exist in the world, even as it draws us into
the unsettling and haunting book about a lost suitcase and a forgotten
identity.
History of Wolves Mar 13 2021 SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2017 MAN
BOOKER PRIZE 'A writer with a great future ahead of her...her prose is
exquisite' LOUISE DOUGHTY, author of APPLE TREE YARD How far
would you go to belong? Fourteen-year-old Linda lives with her parents in
an ex-commune beside a lake in the beautiful, austere backwoods of
northern Minnesota. The other girls at school call Linda 'Freak', or
'Commie'. Her parents mostly leave her to her own devices, whilst the other
inhabitants have grown up and moved on. So when the perfect family mother, father and their little boy, Paul - move into the cabin across the
lake, Linda insinuates her way into their orbit. She begins to babysit Paul
and feels welcome, that she finally has a place to belong. Yet something
isn't right. Drawn into secrets she doesn't understand, Linda must make a
choice. But how can a girl with no real knowledge of the world understand
what the consequences will be? 'One of the most intelligent and poetic
novels of the year' New Statesman
The Waterproof Bible Aug 30 2022 Rebecca has a most unusual problem:
no matter how hard she tries, she can't stop broadcasting her feelings to
people around her. Luckily, she's discovered how to trap and store her
feelings in personal objects -- but just how much emotional baggage can
Unit 207, E.Z. Self Storage hold? Lewis is grieving for his wife, Lisa,
Rebecca's sister. Inconsolable, he skips Lisa's funeral, flies to Winnipeg,
gets a haircut and meets a woman who claims to be God. At the wheel of a

stolen Honda Civic is Aberystwyth, aka Aby, driving across Canada to save
the soul of her dying mother. She is green, gill-necked, and very
uncomfortable out of the water. An unexpected encounter with Aby sets off
a chain of events which sends each of them on a personal quest. Can
Rebecca, Lewis and Aby find redemption before a terrible flood destroys
their chance at happiness? "A quirky, tender, fantastical page-turner" -- The
Globe and Mail
Boo Nov 28 2019 From Neil Smith, author of the award-winning,
internationally acclaimed story collection Bang Crunch, comes a dark but
whimsical debut novel about starting over in the afterlife in the vein of Alice
Sebold's The Lovely Bones. When Oliver 'Boo' Dalrymple wakes up in
heaven, the eighth-grade science geek thinks he died of a heart defect at
his school. But soon after arriving in this hereafter reserved for dead
thirteen-year-olds, Boo discovers he’s a 'gommer', a kid who was
murdered. What’s more, his killer may also be in heaven. With help from his
volatile classmate Johnny, Boo sets out to track down the mysterious
Gunboy who cut short both their lives. In a heart-rending story written to his
beloved parents, the odd but endearing Boo relates his astonishing
heavenly adventures as he tests the limits of friendship, learns about
forgiveness and, finally, makes peace with the boy he once was and the
boy he can now be.
Small Claims Oct 20 2021 "Novel about a man understanding life through
his visits to small claims court."-Was This Man a Genius? Jan 23 2022 Andy Kaufman defied explanation.
Between 1978 and 1979, acclaimed novelist and New Yorker short story
writer Julie Hecht attempted to arrange an interview with him, hoping to
discover how he came to do what he did. The one-hour interview turned
into innumerable surreal meetings and phone conversations with her
subject; but she couldn't always tell when his act was on. Whether driving
recklessly on icy roads or drawing the author unawares into his schemes
and Dada-esque pranks on unsuspecting waiters and college students,
Andy Kaufman never seemed to separate himself from his stage
personality -- or personalities. Was This Man a Genius? is the culmination
of a series of bizarre, frequently hilarious meetings. In describing them,
Hecht, herself a master of wit and observation, illuminates the enigma of
Andy Kaufman's work and life.
The Adults Oct 27 2019 Now available in paperback, “Tom Perrotta meets
Curtis Sittenfeld in this razor-sharp debut by Alison Espach, who weaves a
wry, devastatingly perceptive coming-of-age tale set in Connecticut’s
affluent suburbs” (Marie Claire). In her ruefully funny and wickedly

perceptive debut novel, Alison Espach deftly dissects matters of the heart
and captures the lives of children and adults as they come to terms with
life, death, and love. At the center of this affluent suburban universe is
Emily Vidal, a smart and snarky teenager, who gets involved in a suspect
relationship with one of the adults after witnessing a suicide in her
neighborhood. Among the cast of unforgettable characters is Emily’s father,
whose fiftieth birthday party has the adults descending upon the Vidal’s
patio; her mother, who has orchestrated the elaborate party even though
she and her husband are getting a divorce; and an assortment of eccentric
neighbors, high school teachers, and teenagers who teem with anxiety and
sexuality and an unbridled desire to be noticed, and ultimately loved. An
irresistible chronicle of a modern young woman’s struggle to grow up, The
Adults lays bare—in perfect pitch—a world where an adult and a child can
so dangerously be mistaken for the same exact thing.
Strange Wine Feb 09 2021 From “one of the great . . . American short story
writers,” comes a collection of dark fantastical fiction (The Washington
Post). In the Locus Award–winning “Croatoan,” a man descends into the
sewers of New York City to confront the detritus of his irresponsibility. An
“Emissary from Hamelin” presents humanity with an ultimatum, or everyone
on Earth will have a dear price to pay the piper. And in the title
story—famously written by the author in the storefront window of a Santa
Monica bookshop—Willis Kaw is convinced that he is an alien trapped
inside an Earthman’s body, only to discover his suffering serves a purpose.
Strange Wine includes these three stories and a dozen more unique visions
from the writer the Washington Post hails as a “lyric poet, satirist, explorer
of odd psychological corners, and purveyor of pure horror and black
comedy.” Includes: “Croatoan,” “Working With the Little People,” “Killing
Bernstein,” “Mom,” “In Fear of K,” “Hitler Painted Roses,” “The Wine Has
Been Left Open Too Long and the Memory Has Gone Flat,” “From A to Z,
in the Chocolate Alphabet,” “Lonely Women Are the Vessels of Time,”
“Emissary from Hamelin,” “The New York Review of Bird Seeing,” “The
Boulevard of Broken Dreams,” “Strange Wine,” “The Diagnosis of Dr.
D’arqueAngel”
Rabbit & Robot Apr 13 2021 “This provocative jaunt…dissects society,
technology, othering, and what makes humanity human.” —Publishers
Weekly (starred review) “An unpredictable, gross, and prescient rumination
on modernity, media consumption, and machine-aided communication.”
—Booklist (starred review) Told with Andrew Smith’s signature dark humor,
Rabbit & Robot tells the story of Cager Messer, a boy who’s stranded on
the Tennessee—his father’s lunar-cruise utopia—with insane robots. To

help him shake his Woz addiction, Billy and Rowan transport Cager Messer
up to the Tennessee, a giant lunar-cruise ship orbiting the moon.
Meanwhile, Earth, in the midst of thirty simultaneous wars, burns to ash
beneath them. And as the robots on board become increasingly insane and
cannibalistic, and the Earth becomes a toxic wasteland, the boys have to
wonder if they’ll be stranded alone in space forever. In Rabbit & Robot,
Andrew Smith, Printz Honor author of Grasshopper Jungle, makes you
laugh, cry, and consider what it really means to be human.
All My Friends Are Superheroes Nov 20 2021 Tom marries the
Perfectionist, who, hypnotized by her ex-boyfriend to not see Tom, boards
a plane to return to Vancouver, while Tom, also on the plane, has to
convince her he is there or lose her forever.
Foe Jan 29 2020 'Reads like a house on fire' - the extraordinary new novel
by Iain Reid, the acclaimed author of I’m Thinking of Ending Things You
think you know everything about your life. Long-married couple Junior and
Henrietta live a quiet, solitary life on their farm, where they work at the local
feed mill and raise chickens. Their lives are simple, straightforward,
uncomplicated. Until everything you think you know collapses. Until the day
a stranger arrives at their door with alarming news: Junior has been chosen
to take an extraordinary journey, a journey across both time and distance,
while Hen remains at home. Junior will be gone for years. But Hen won't be
left alone. Who can you trust if you can't even trust yourself? As the time for
his departure draws nearer, Junior finds himself questioning everything
about his life - even whether it's really his life at all. An eerily entrancing
page-turner, Foe churns with unease and suspense from the first words to
its shocking finale. Perfect for fans of Humans, Westworld and Black Mirror,
Foe is a book you will never forget. *** Praise for FOE *** ‘I couldn’t put it
down. It infected my dreams. A creepy and brilliant book’ Zoe Whittall,
author of The Best Kind of People 'The narrative is so eerie and
disturbing… fuelling the reader’s unease; Reid pulls off a wonderful twist in
the tail’ Guardian ‘From the opening page, you’ll have an uneasy feeling as
you settle into Iain Reid’s brilliant new novel.. A masterful and
breathtakingly unique read. I can’t stop thinking about it ‘ Amy Stuart,
author of Still Mine and Still Water ‘Spare, consuming, unforgettable. Foe is
a dark arrow from a truly original mind. Page by eerie page, Iain Reid pulls
the unknown world out from under you, and leaves you trapped inside a
marriage’s most haunting question: can I be replaced? This is a book that
seeps into your bloodstream – and crowns Iain Reid the king of deadpan,
philosophical horror’ Claudia Dey, author of Heartbreaker ‘Movie producers
are simply confirming what the literary community already knows: Iain Reid

just might be the most exciting and excitingly unclassifiable author working
in Canadian fiction today’ - The Globe and Mail (Canada) ‘Foe reads like a
house on fire, and is almost impossible not to finish in one sitting...an
otherworldly hothouse of introversion and fantasy’ – The Toronto Star
Lizzie Jun 03 2020 “Startling, visceral, and heartbreaking.” —Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) From acclaimed author Dawn Ius comes an edgeof-your-seat reimagining of one of the most chilling mysteries in modern
history—Lizzie Borden. Seventeen-year-old Lizzie Borden has never been
kissed. Polite but painfully shy, Lizzie prefers to stay in the kitchen, where
she can dream of becoming a chef and escape her reality. With tyrannical
parents who force her to work at the family’s B&B and her blackout
episodes—a medical condition that has plagued her since her first
menstrual cycle—Lizzie longs for a life of freedom, the time and space to
just figure out who she is and what she wants. Enter the effervescent,
unpredictable Bridget Sullivan. Bridget has joined the B&B’s staff as the
new maid, and Lizzie is instantly drawn to her artistic style and free
spirit—even her Star Wars obsession is kind of cute. The two of them forge
bonds that quickly turn into something that’s maybe more than friendship.
But when her parents try to restrain Lizzie from living the life she wants, it
sparks something in her that she can’t quite figure out. Her blackout
episodes start getting worse, her instincts less and less reliable. Lizzie is
angry, certainly, but she also feels like she’s going mad…
The Tiny Wife Jul 29 2022 A remarkable short novella, a modern fable that
is weird, uplifting and romantic all at the same time.
Oracle Night Jul 17 2021 Oracle Night is a compulsively readable novel by
'one of the great writers of our time.' (San Francisco Chronicle). Several
months into his recovery from a near-fatal illness, novelist Sidney Orr
enters a stationery shop in Brooklyn and buys a blue notebook. It is
September 18, 1982, and for the next nine days Orr will live under the spell
of this blank book, trapped inside a world of eerie premonitions and
bewildering events that threaten to destroy his marriage and undermine his
faith in reality. If The New York Trilogy was Paul Auster's detective story,
his mesmerizing eleventh novel reads like an old-fashioned ghost story. But
there are no ghosts in this book - only flesh-and-blood human beings,
wandering through the haunted realms of everyday life. Oracle Night is a
narrative tour de force that confirms Auster's reputation as one of the
boldest, most original writers at work in America today. 'His old-fashioned
art of creating suspense . . . which rivals M. R. James or Conan Doyle. In
fact, Oracle Night is best read as a post-modern ghost story.' The Guardian
The Bachelor Aug 06 2020 A “witty and wise” (People) debut novel about

love and commitment, celebrity and obsession, poetry and reality TV.
“Palmer’s novel wryly tracks an earnest interrogation of art and
selfhood.”—The New Yorker Reeling from a breakup with his almost
fiancée, the narrator of Andrew Palmer’s debut novel returns to his
hometown in Iowa to house-sit for a family friend. There, a chance flick of
the TV remote and a new correspondence with an old friend plunge him
into unlikely twin obsessions: the reality show The Bachelor and the
Pulitzer Prize–winning poet John Berryman. As his heart begins to mend,
his fascination with each deepens, and somewhere along the way,
representations of reality become harder and harder to distinguish from real
life. Soon he finds himself corresponding with multiple love interests,
participating in an ill-considered group outing, and trying to puzzle through
the strange turn his life seems to have taken. An absorbing coming-of-age
tale “that marks the debut of a significant talent” (Kirkus Reviews, starred),
The Bachelor approaches—with wit and grace—the high-stakes questions
of an overconnected world: If salvation can no longer be found in fame, can
it still be found in romantic relationships? In an era of reality TV, where
does entertainment end and reality begin? And why do we, season after
season, repeat the same mistakes in love and life?
The Other Way Around May 27 2022 Andrew has seen a flash of his future.
(Dad: unfinished PhD. Mom: unfulfilling career. Their marriage:
unsuccessful.) Based on what he's seen, he's uninspired to put a foot on
the well-worn path to the adulthood everyone expects of him. There must
be another way around. After a particularly disastrous Thanksgiving (his
cousin wets Andrew's bed; his parents were too chicken to tell him his
grandmother died), Andrew accidentally (on purpose) runs away and joins
the circus. Kind of. A guy can meet the most interesting people at the
Greyhound station at dinnertime on Thanksgiving day. The Freegans are
exactly the kinds of friends (living out of an ancient VW camper van,
dumpster diving, dressing like clowns and busking for change) who would
have Andrew's mom reaching for a third glass of Chardonnay. To Andrew,
five teenagers who seem like they've found another way to grow up are a
dream come true. But as the VW winds its way across the USA, the future
is anything but certain. The path of least resistance is a long, strange trip.
Infinite Jest Sep 06 2020 'A writer of virtuostic talents who can seemingly
do anything' New York Times 'Wallace is a superb comedian of culture . . .
his exuberance and intellectual impishness are a delight' James Wood,
Guardian 'He induces the kind of laughter which, when read in bed with a
sleeping partner, wakes said sleeping partner up . . . He's damn good'
Nicholas Lezard, Guardian 'One of the best books about addiction and

recovery to appear in recent memory' Sunday Times Somewhere in the
not-so-distant future the residents of Ennet House, a Boston halfway house
for recovering addicts, and students at the nearby Enfield Tennis Academy
are ensnared in the search for the master copy of Infinite Jest, a movie said
to be so dangerously entertaining its viewers become entranced and expire
in a state of catatonic bliss . . .
All My Friends Are Superheroes Sep 30 2022 All Tom's friends really are
superheroes. There's the Ear, the Spooner, the Impossible Man. Tom even
married a superhero, the Perfectionist. But at their wedding, the
Perfectionist was hypnotized (by ex-boyfriend Hypno, of course) to believe
that Tom is invisible. Nothing he does can make her see him. Six months
later, she's sure that Tom has abandoned her. So she's moving to
Vancouver. She'll use her superpower to make Vancouver perfect and
leave all the heartbreak in Toronto. With no idea Tom's beside her, she
boards an airplane in Toronto. Tom has until the wheels touch the ground
in Vancouver to convince her he's visible, or he loses her forever.
Daily Rituals Dec 30 2019 'Utterly fascinating' Daisy Goodwin, Sunday
Times Benjamin Franklin took daily naked air baths and Toulouse-Lautrec
painted in brothels. Edith Sitwell worked in bed, and George Gershwin
composed at the piano in pyjamas. Freud worked sixteen hours a day, but
Gertrude Stein could never write for more than thirty minutes, and F. Scott
Fitzgerald wrote in gin-fuelled bursts - he believed alcohol was essential to
his creative process. From Marx to Murakami and Beethoven to Bacon,
Daily Rituals by Mason Currey presents the working routines of more than
a hundred and sixty of the greatest philosophers, writers, composers and
artists ever to have lived. Whether by amphetamines or alcohol, headstand
or boxing, these people made time and got to work. Featuring photographs
of writers and artists at work, and filled with fascinating insights on the
mechanics of genius and entertaining stories of the personalities behind it,
Daily Rituals is irresistibly addictive, and utterly inspiring.
Russian For Dummies Feb 21 2022 Russian is spoken by nearly 450
million people, and demand for Russian-speakers is growing. This
introductory course includes an audio CD with practice dialogues-just the
ticket for readers who need basic Russian for business, school, or travel.
Serafima Gettys, PhD (Newark, CA), is Coordinator of the Foreign
Language Program at Lewis University. Andrew Kaufman, PhD
(Charlottesville, VA), is a Visiting Assistant Professor at the University of
Virginia. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not
included as part of eBook file.
War and Peace Dec 22 2021 War and Peace is considered one of the

world’s greatest works of fiction. It is regarded, along with Anna Karenina,
as Tolstoy’s finest literary achievement. Epic in scale, War and Peace
delineates in graphic detail events leading up to Napoleon’s invasion of
Russia, and the impact of the Napoleonic era on Tsarist society, as seen
through the eyes of five Russian aristocratic families.
Kyle Goes Alone Sep 26 2019 When Kyle the sloth has to go to the
bathroom, he must make the long trip down to the forest floor all alone, but
soon finds lots of friends along his journey.
Born Weird Nov 01 2022 The Weirds have always been a little peculiar, but
not one of them suspected that they'd been cursed by their grandmother. At
the moment of their birth Annie Weird gave each of her five grandchildren a
special power that she thought was a blessing. But over the years these
blessings have proved to be curses and ruined their lives. Now Annie is
dying and she has one last task for Angie, her favourite grandchild.
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